Suggested Naming Opportunities
Updated March 15, 2021

The governing body of St. Mary’s Health System will be asked to approve chosen naming opportunities. Our policy states that
every building, addition to a building, space in a building, outdoor spaces such as a garden, court or plaza, program may be
named in recognition of the generosity of an individual, organization, or family. Specific naming opportunities are negotiable,
but our preference is to recognize a family or individual name instead of corporate entities. All approved naming designations
must be in writing, signed and dated by the donor(s).

St. Mary’s Pediatric Behavioral Unit
St. Mary’s has a strong pediatric behavioral health program, long recognized as one
of the best in Maine for decades. In February of 2018 the inpatient program moved
from its long-time home in one of St. Mary’s oldest buildings into one of the
newest buildings in a space that was completely rebuilt. The new space is built to
take advantage of natural light. The many windows, coupled with a relatively open
floor design, create a warm and welcoming atmosphere. Today our youngest
behavioral health inpatients have private rooms, age appropriate group therapy
rooms and overall space that has benefited from excellent interior design.

Pediatric Behavioral Unit - $1,000,000 – The thirteen-bed unit, comprising
the entire 3rd floor of one of the hospital’s newer buildings, is one of just four such inpatient behavioral units for children in
Maine. If named, the donor’s name would forever be associated with pediatric and adolescent behavioral healthcare.
Dining/Multipurpose Room - $250,000 – Named by Andy Barowsky
Nurses’ Station - $100,000 – Named by Fred and Janet Bishop
Admissions/Consultation Room - $100,000 – Named by Spectrum Healthcare Partners
Lobby/Conversation Area - $100,000 – Named by John and Linda Isaacson
Group Room A - $100,000 – Named by Mark and Deb Anthoine
Group Room B - $100,000 – Named by Mark and Deb Anthoine
Exam Room - $50,000 – Named by Chris and Stephanie Bowe
Patient Locker Space - $50,000 – Named by René and Julia Dumont
Staff Lockers/Break Room - $20,000 – Named by Peter Geiger
Staff Meeting Room - $20,000 – Named by John and Beth Emerson
Large Alcove Area - $15,000 – Named by Mechanics Savings Bank
Patient Rooms - $15,000 (12 available) – (2) named by Carolyn and Stephen Kasabian
Seclusion Suite - $15,000 – Named by Philip and Albert Hickey-L’Etoile
Providers Office - $15,000 – Named by Peter Geiger
Clinician Office (2 available) - $10,000 (1 still available) – Named by John and Susan Geismar
Recreation Therapy Office - $10,000 – Named by Elizabeth Keene and Francis Cuff
Medication Room - $10,000 –
Small Alcove Areas (2 available) - $10,000 – Named by Erin and Ben Hayes, and Paul and Celeste Rouleau
Staff Post - $10,000 – Named by Ruth and Cy Hall
Phone Booth - $10,000 – Named by Karen and Doug Clark
Patient Laundry - $10,000 –
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Adult Behavioral Unit
Maine’s oldest, private inpatient behavioral health program provides care to
adults who need care for a full range of mental health diseases. The new unit
will be located in one of the hospital’s newest buildings in space that will be
completely remodeled. It is scheduled to be completed in late 2021.
The Adult Behavioral Unit - $1,000,000 – Named by Carlton and Lucille
Sedgeley
Dining/Multipurpose Room - $250,000 – Named by Regis and Carolyn Lepage
Nurses’ Station - $100,000 –
Family Interview Room - $100,000 – Named by Regis and Carolyn Lepage
Lobby/Conversation Area - $100,000 – Named by Tom and Paula Platz
Activity Room - $100,000 – Anne Elizabeth Murphy Lampal and Constance Elizabeth Clifford
Examination Room - $100,000 – Named by M.Ed and Dani Kelley
Patient Locker Space - $50,000 – Named by Tom and Paula Platz
Staff Lockers/Break Room - $20,000 – Named by Stephen and Tabitha King Foundation, and Ralph and
Melinda Harder
Staff Meeting Room - $20,000 – Named by Andy Barowsky in honor of the Lepage Family
Patient Rooms (12 available) - $15,000 –
Seclusion Suite - $15,000 –
Providers Office - $15,000 – Named by Peter Geiger
Clinician Office - $10,000 – Named by Diane Champoux and Dick Albert in honor of Maurice and Pauline
Champoux
Recreation Therapy Office - $10,000 –
Medication Room - $10,000 –
Staff Post - $10,000 –
Phone Booth - $10,000 – Named by Mary-Beth Taylor, Ph.D. and Douglas Smith, M.D. in honor of Judity Taylor, M.S.W.
Therapy Office - $10,000 –
Small Alcove Areas (3 available) - $10,000 – Named by Jason and Angie Rosenberg
Patient Laundry - $10,000 –
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Infusion Center
$1,000,000 Naming Opportunity - The two-story infusion center
opened in 2020, and is located on the hospital’s campus in between
two buildings (99 Campus Avenue Medical Office Building and the
Regis Lepage Pavilion). The distinctive building features copper,
brick and glass exteriors to blend into its neighboring buildings.
Oncology, rheumatology and neurology patients will visit with their
providers on the second floor and receive infusion treatments on the first floor of the new building.

Infusion Center First Floor
The First Floor - $500,000 –
Nurses’ Station - $250,000 –
Waiting Room - $100,000 –
Elevator - $100,000 –
Patient Resource Center - $50,000 – Named by Hebert Construction in memory of Richard and Mariette Hebert.
Staff Lounge - $25,000 – Named in honor of the staff by Dr. Greg Pomeroy

Nourishment/Kitchen Area for Patients - $25,000 – Named by Steve and Mary Ellen Costello in memory of
James R. Costello, Sr.
Treatment Room - $20,000 –
Administration and CNA Check-out - $15,000 –
Consult Room - $15,000 –
Medication Room - $15,000 –
Infusion Bays (13) - $15,000 – Named by Jim and Cindy Place, Conrad P. Davis II and the Davis Family, Brad and
Beth Coffey, Douglas Smith, M.D. and Mary-Beth Taylor, Ph.D.
Provider Touchdown - $10,000 –
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Infusion Center Second Floor
The Second Floor - $250,000 – Named by Dolard (Del) and
Priscilla Gendron

Waiting Room - $100,000 –

Large Conference Room - $50,000 – This room will include a spacious table for up to 12 people and will have
large windows with a view onto Campus Avenue.
Team Room - $50,000 – This large open space is where providers will work when not seeing patients.
Patient check-out – $50,000 – Where all patients will go after visiting with their providers.
Staff Lounge - $25,000 –
Consult Room - $15,000 –
Examination Rooms - $10,000 (8 available) –

Named Endowments
Endowments may be established for a specific purpose designated by the donor and provide the hospital with a
long-term financial resource. A named endowment fund can be established in honor or memory of someone special
with an initial gift of at least $5,000. The endowment fund will not meet maturity nor be treated as an endowment
fund until it reaches a total value of at least $25,000. For more information about endowed funds, contact St. Mary’s
Foundation at 207-777-8863.
Link to St. Mary’s Campaign Video
Link to Child and Adolescent Renovation Video
Link to Adult Behavioral Renovation Video
Link to Infusion Center Tour Video
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